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We use images obtained by Advanced Moon Micro-Imager Experiment (AMIE) cam-
era onboard SMART-1 spacecraft to access photometric properties of selected lunar
areas. To characterize photometric properties we use an approximation of photomet-
ric function proposed by Akimov [1]. An adjustable parameter of phase function part
of this formula (i.e. the dependence of photometric function solely on phase angle)
is the steepnessη of phase function. We use this description to map theη parameter.
Knowing the reflectance and photometric angles, we apply least squares fit proce-
dure to find the parameterη. We studied two lunar areas: 1) Gruithuisen domes and
surrounding mare in the western part of Mare Imbrium, 2) the cracked-floor crater
Lavoisier. We found true photometric variations associated with small craters charac-
terized by highη values and craters with diffuse extended halos of lowη; these halos
have no albedo expression. We explain lowη anomalies for distal ejecta areas as mod-
ification of the “fairy-castle” microstructure of the regolith by the impact event and
producing a less porous layer [2] The highη values for craters might be caused by an
increase of mesoscale roughness in the proximal ejecta zone. We found the large neg-
ative anomaly ofη parameter in the center of crater Lavoisier. It might be explained
by pyroclastic deposits associated with tectonic fractures across the floor. This work
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